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First published July 26, 2023                                                                                            Just my opinion, as usual

I am rushing this into print above a couple of other more important ones I already have in the can,
because it contains a prediction of something that may happen very soon. 

I haven't been following this, and, if truth be told, didn't even know about it until yesterday.  As you
may know, I don't follow the news, knowing it is all manufactured.  I don't have a TV and don't take
any magazines or newspapers.   I tripped across this story in a sidebar while researching something
else.  But a quick look gave me the usual feeling, so I am here today to tell you what I see.  I have the
benefit of coming to it after the fact and reading it all at once, with little herding by the media.  Unlike
you, who was probably fed it in slow motion, surrounded by incredible piles of hypnosis.

The most recent news is that a minimart where his son Paul, above, bought alcohol has settled a
lawsuit, agreeing to pay $15 million without going to court.  Or, I should say, the minimart's insurer
agreed to that.  That is an important fact, as you are about to see.  

I guess I should gloss the case, for those of you who don't know the basics.  The Murdaughs are a
superwealthy family from South Carolina, and the father Alex, a very prominent attorney, got caught in
all kinds of illegal activities, including insurance fraud, faking a death, money laundering, possible
murder, and basically every other crime you could imagine.  You can visit his Wiki page if you want
the full list, and it is quite impressive.  Murdaugh was in hot water all the way back to 2015, and it just
kept getting worse.  In 2019 his son Paul, then 19, was arrested for wrongful death when Mallory
Beach, also 19, was thrown from a boat he was driving while intoxicated.  The Beaches sued everyone
they could think of for her wrongful death, including the Murdaughs and anyone who sold alcohol to
Paul that day.  Being underage, he couldn't legally buy alcohol, but he used his older brother's ID.  No
jury was going to find a minimart employee guilty of not being able to tell the difference between two
young brothers, so the fact the insurer settled out of court for such a large sum made no sense to me,
and that is when my antennae went up.   I could tell something was wrong here.  Then I began to study
closely the strange  article from a week ago at CNN reporting this, led by this strange photo:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murdaugh_family
https://www.cnn.com/2023/07/17/us/mallory-beach-murdaugh-store-crash-case-settlement/?dicbo=v2-So41WKU&hpt=ob_blogfooterold


       
That is computer generated.  So are other ones we find on a search:

Even weirder is this:

“All of the cases were settled with Parker’s, and Mallory Beach’s wrongful death case settled with
them for $15 million,” explained Tinsley. 

The settlement was prompted by two major decisions from a judge just days before, according to an
attorney for Parker’s. Last week, a judge denied Parker’s request for its case to be tried separately 
from Alex Murdaugh and for a change in venue from Hampton County. Parker’s attorneys argued 
the Murdaugh name had become too toxic in the small community for their clients to get a fair 
trial.

“Recently, the court ruled that Parker’s would be tethered to Alex Murdaugh at the upcoming 
trial. The fact remains that (employee) Tajeeha Cohen made a legal and valid sale, as was 
determined by (the State Law Enforcement Division).

Parker's is the minimart.  So not only was the girl working at the minimart named Cohen, but we are
supposed to believe the judge was joining all the lawsuits together, putting the minimart at risk of full
damages.  You will say, “No, that can't be!”

“The application of the joint and several liability law in South Carolina meant that, if Parker’s was
found even 1% at fault, it would have paid for the entirety of any verdict rendered against the



Murdaugh family,” continued Shere. “The unfairness of that caused Parker’s insurance carriers to
resolve these suits to avoid paying the likely award intended to punish Alex Murdaugh.”

That is simply not true, so I knew we were being yanked here.  But it gets worse.  They admit that upon
the death of Paul Murdaugh, not only were all charges dropped, but due to the settlement with the
minimart for $15 million, all civil suits for wrongful death against the Murdaughs were dropped.  The
Murdaughs and Parker were joined in the settlement as well.  Very VERY weird, since the Murdaughs
had just slipped a very big net with the timely death of Paul.  

Which brings us to the death of Paul Murdaugh.  In 2021 Alex allegedly murdered his wife and son,
and in March of this year he was found guilty and given two life sentences.  He is now in jail.  So most
people think he finally got what was coming to him and that there is now no escape.  

From here on out, I am going to change my style.  I am not going to give you my opinion.  I am going
to tell you the rest of it as a “what if”.  I am not saying any of this happened or even that I believe it
happened.  I will just put it this way, “have you considered the possibility?”

As I said above, it is admitted by the mainstream that Alex Murdaugh has been sued, accused, or
charged with insurance fraud and faking events.  He himself admitted in his trial for murder that he had
paid a relative to shoot him, which could have been either insurance fraud or a faked death, it isn't
clear.  

Murdaugh admitted repeatedly lying to law offcers about whether he had been at the kennels at
the night of the killings (before he reported fnding the bodies there later that night), and
attributed the lies to "paranoid thinking" from his addiction to opioids.[43]  [44]  [45] He also
admitted stealing from legal clients and his frm, and also admitted asking a relative to shoot him.
[44] 
 
Before we move on, I point out how strange that is, by itself.  A good lawyer will normally keep his
client off the stand in such a situation, since a man does not have to testify against himself.  He can
remain silent, remember.  So why would Murdaugh go on the stand and admit to all these crimes?  Did
he really think that such admissions would endear him to the jury?  No, it looks like he wanted a guilty
verdict, doesn't it?  Why would he want that?  Ask yourself that and see if you can come up with any
logical answer.

Now, let's go back to 2018, before the boating accident.  In February of that year, the Murdaugh's
housekeeper Satterfield allegedly fell down the front steps and died.  Her sons sued and were awarded
4.3 million by Murdaugh's insurance company, but as it turns out the money went to Murdaugh instead
of the sons.  In addition, they admit there was no autopsy, no notification of the coroner, and the death
certificate stated she died of natural causes.   That is impossible, since no insurer would ever pay out
under those circumstances.  No policy pays for natural causes.  This means the insurance company
must have been in on the scam in some way.  We are told the sons hired an attorney and were able to
recover that money and more, but we aren't told how, or where the more came from.  What is strange is
that we are not told that Murdaugh was arrested for insurance fraud.  Why wasn't he?  We are told that
in 2021, three years later, SC authorities opened an investigation.  Really, an investigation, after three
years of doing nothing?  As I say, given the facts, they didn't need an investigation: they had cause to
immediately arrest Murdaugh for insurance fraud.  The last news we have of this is that in June 2022—
that is, more than a year ago—these authorities decided to exhume Satterfield.   We aren't told what
they found, if they found anything.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_of_Alex_Murdaugh#cite_note-Fortin-2023-44
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_of_Alex_Murdaugh#cite_note-45
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_of_Alex_Murdaugh#cite_note-Fortin-2023-44
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trial_of_Alex_Murdaugh#cite_note-Moore-2023-a-43
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opioid_addiction


But have you considered this possibility?  What if they found an empty grave, or a body that wasn't that
of Satterfield?  What if that is why there was no autopsy and no coroner.  What if they faked her death
to defraud the insurance company of millions, with the sons in on it and taking a percentage?  What if
the later lawsuit was also managed, with Murdaugh giving the money back to the sons and they
agreeing to give him a large percentage?  What if their attorney was also given a cut?  What if the
“authorities” were also given a cut to drag their feet, lose evidence, and fail to file reports?

What if, with that successful con, Murdaugh decided to try it again a year later, in 2019.  What if
Mallory Beach was never on that boat?  What if the body found was not her?  What if the coroner was
paid off to say it was her?  What if the Murdaughs have the power and influence to pay off coroners?
Have we seen evidence of that in other events?  Yes.  What if the Beaches agreed to share the
settlement with the Murdaughs?

What if that event had some holes in it and it starting unwinding on Alex Murdaugh?  What if some
real officials in SC started smelling a rat and used the event to come down on Murdaugh?  What if that
led to a deluge of lawsuits, civil and criminal, and the State began to seize assets?  What if Alex
Murdaugh had a back-up plan in that case, a sort of fail-safe?  What if he had millions squirreled away
in foreign banks in Switzerland and the Caymans, just in case?  What if he had purchased a property on
some island somewhere, like Jeffrey Epstein?  What if he saw that the only way out of this mess was to
fake the deaths of his wife and son, and then of himself, all of them retiring to that island?  What if the
way he decided to do that was to claim he had killed his wife and son?  What if he again paid off that
coroner to say the bodies were theirs, when they weren't?  What if the wife and son are now on that
island?  What if he went to trial with the intent of being found guilty, since that would prove his wife
and son were dead more than anything else would?  What if he knew that he retained the money and
influence to fake his own death once he was in jail, again like Jeffrey Epstein?  What if he knew the
warden at some jail and knew he could bribe some official to be sure he ended up there?  What if he
escaped and went to live with his family in some undisclosed location, with his apparent death ending
all charges and lawsuits against him?

You will say I have been watching too many movies, but none of those “what ifs” are a stretch.  It is
not like those things haven't happened many times in real life, and we have seen them many times in
my papers.  This is what the Phoenicians do.  Plus, the mainstream stories admit Murdaugh was
involved in insurance fraud, forgery, and faking events.  So my “what ifs” are actually just more of the
same.  I am just showing you the next turn of the screw.  

   
 


